
July 17, 2020

Dear Fairview Families,

Next week the Fairview Board of Education will review and discuss a proposed plan for the return to school 
in August. We believe that the recommended plan is a safe approach to returning to school in a responsible 
manner. The attached plan outlines the specifics of how Fairview can reopen to in-person instruction 
in the fall, as well as provides an option for families to have their child continue remote learning. As 
we move forward with our planning, we also recognize that attention must be paid to the current status of 
COVID-19 cases in our state, community, and school, state health and safety guidelines, and our ability to 
run our school safely. Between now and the first day of school, our plans will need to be flexible and 
responsive to the status of the pandemic in our community.

This week I met with the Fairview faculty and staff and shared with them the proposal that the Board of 
Education will be considering next Tuesday evening. After describing the plans in detail, I asked them to 
complete a survey indicating whether or not they would be comfortable returning to work in August. I am 
proud to share with you that 97.5% of the faculty are willing and able to come back to school. 

Additionally, I’d like to thank the participants of The Return to School Task Force for their candor and 
creativity which have helped to shape our plan! Nearly twenty faculty and staff members joined this fantastic 
group of parents:

VKatie Apelian-Hitik Vicki Goldberg Steve Larenas Erin Swanson

Tim Bimmerle Kristin Gottschalk Erin Mohip Estera Tomuta

Mary Anne Brown Nancy Graham Krish Mohip Kostas Tsonis

Zureyma Desimone Cynthia Johnson Melissa Ortiz Krisanthi Verveniotis

Diana Diakakis Allison Johnston Rebecca Pantazis Jason Wening

Scott Downing Khemarey Kheoun Kristina Park Michelle Wharton

Tobyn Friar Chris Kierig Melissa Ponce Gunnar Wolski

Rachael Garay Jennifer Kraljevic Keith Stewart Tiffany Shu

Allison Gardner Shereen Lannoye

 

Here is an estimated timeline of communications for the rest of the summer: 



July 20 @ 7:00 p.m.: Parent Webinar: District 72’s Return to School Plans
July 21 @ 7:00 p.m.: Regular Board of Education Meeting
July 24: Community Update about Board Meeting
July 29: Parent Survey distributed to determine whether students will attend in person or 
remotely.
August 14: Classroom Assignments and Schedules Released
August 27: Possible first day of school for grades 1-8
August 31: Possible first day for Kindergarten 

I believe that the proposed plan is flexible and responsive to changing conditions and information. We 
appreciate your partnership and your patience as we continue to adjust our plans based on incoming 
information.

Regards,

Cindy Whi�aker

Cindy Whittaker, Ed.D.

Superintendent


